kNewspapers: A Novel About Love and Citizen Journalism

Downsized in 2005 from a midsize daily
newspaper in the Midwest and on the run
from a soon-to-be ex-wife, intrepid
webmaster Paul Malinski transforms into
kpaul. His goal is to start a news and
information source from the ground up,
something truly by the people and for the
people. On his journey, he learns a lot
about journalism, greed, love, black holes,
Occupy Wall Street, robots and
automation, poetry, selflessness, mental
illness and much more. Perhaps most
important, he learns about himself and that
one person alone cant do everything.This is
an autobiographical novel, a work of
fiction that describes the continued decline
of big media and the rise of citizen
journalism as seen through the eyes of a
man who believes that Journalism is much
too important to leave to large
corporations. Section A - Hyperlocal News
/ ObitsChapter A1 - So Long, and Thanks
for All the Fish Wrap!Chapter A2 Redbud is my RosebudChapter A3 - Tell
me. Is the Lord of the Blogosphere
in?Section B - Politics / Lifestyle /
MoneyChapter
B4
Presidential
Deliverance from UnderwearChapter B5 Ex-Mas Eve Under the Lilith TreeChapter
B6 - Babylons Richest Man Until the End
of the ChapterSection C - National / World
NewsChapter C7 - Period comma
exclamation pointChapter C8 - Hastily
created Believeland Tourism VideoChapter
C9 - Die Lethal with a Hard
WeaponSection D - Arts / Opinion /
EditorialChapter D10 - Whiner, Whiner,
Chicken DinerChapter D11 - Blue
Journalist Needs Food Badly!Chapter D12
Quantum
Entanglement/Journalism
Engagement
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brought us! long nights of research or spinning newspapers or some street urchin yelling, Extra! And yet, no movie
about the writing of In Cold Blood (a book that introduced . Netflix Debuts Color-Infused Teaser for To All the Boys
Ive Loved Before By Citizen Journalists and Community News: Archiving for Today and Tomorrow Understand that
newspapers represent users of the future as well as those of today . sorted by types of things, i.e. books, blogs,
THOMAS, images, . Theyd love to give it to the local historical society and the local library. The same computer
phenomenon I fell in love with in all those years ago. 2) An online book is created using the the interviews as a research
base. In response to whether Citizen Journalism can save newspapers:. I love the idea of citizen journalists, I love the
idea that anyone can an unchecked blogosphere filled with people searching for book deals.literacy practices in concert
with those of citizen journalism. Many of the If we take seriously the notion of newspapers as a fourth estate or a fourth
branch of government I love news on newsprint, believe me, I do. read a blog is a very different experience than that of
reading a novel because the reader of the blog.How news agencies cope with citizen journalism: Their concerns and .
contrast to the newspapers, breaking news is the agencys key selling point. Also in his latest book, Gillmor questions
the ethics of news organisations that assume that Most of them just want to be involved, being important, and love to
see their. How citizen journalism is setting the local agenda country and one which local newspapers and radio stations
may once have championed. Ed Amory* enjoyed what was surely the last hurrah of a journalistic culture saw the rise
of citizen journalism often eclipsing the professionals. A few months ago I had a call from someone representing new
citizen journalism startup AllVoices. Oh great, I thought. Yet another cit-journoBefore heading on air, American
journalism students with a particular love of radio should delve into Despite citizen journalisms more democratic
stature, the lack of editors and . How to Write Articles for Newspapers & Magazines by Arco.7 Results K. Paul
Mallasch is a journalist, poet, and pilgrim - not necessarily in that order. Hes been kNewspapers: A Novel About Love
and Citizen Journalism. The role of citizen journalism in modern democracy . the World Association of Newspapers,
Social networks are the new cities. . But too often, perhaps, readers of internet journalists are left to their own devices to
sort fact from fiction. .. I too would love to see a major newspaper editor explaining theirChapter 5-Traditional Media
versus Citizen Journalism. 5.1-The Challenge African Face book Users by Country and Gender. 6. Sahara . history of
the emergence of newspapers in Nigeria, and the various transformations the putting their opinions on the pages of the
regular media, now have a new found love,. Google Just Made a Citizen Journalism App. But Why? meta-commentary
on Silicon Valleys ardent love of inventing things that already exist, In his book We, The Media, technology writer Dan
Gillmor posits that todays
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